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Introduction
The UCBudget Editor is a utility for creating or editing uncertainty budget data and is intended to
be used as the basis of an uncertainty budget. The utility was written around the idea of a
coordinate measuring machine but can be applied for other equipment. The uncertainty budget
data file can be used by other software for automatic generation of uncertainty reports.
The UCBudget Editor can be used to create a Calibration and Measurement Capability report by
simulating conditions that approximate the best case scenario of a particular measurement.
Selection of specific equipment can be done so that direct modification of the uncertainty budget
data to accommodate different measurement conditions is not required.
The output format of the report can be either a PDF or CSV file. The PDF output is created as a
presentable report whereas the CSV output is intended to be used for additional evaluation or
testing and can be loaded into most spreadsheet software.
The UCBudget Editor program is cross platform and can be run on OSX, Linux, and Windows.

Program Concept
The concept of the UCBudget Editor program involves separating the different areas of
measurement uncertainty into components. A single component would represent one or more
related individual uncertainty items such as a laser, step gauge, gauge block, or thermometer
where each component contains a set of related uncertainty entries.
The traditional method is to place all the uncertainty data into a spreadsheet where a separate
sheet is dedicated to a specific condition such as length. This method works well when the
uncertainty is fixed. In some cases it is impossible to have a fixed uncertainty budget as many of
the conditions that affect uncertainty change from machine to machine.
To solve the problem of not being able to use a fixed budget a set of programs was written to
handle uncertainty. The goals of the programs are the following:
•

Input conditions are variables and not fixed constants.
possible to improve flexibility.

•

Components can be customized for specific equipment. This includes different kinds of
step gauges or gauge blocks where each has unique uncertainty entries.

•

Parts of the program are modular and can be used directly by other software when dealing
with the uncertainty data.

•

A single budget file can be used for many types of measurements. A calibration of a CMM
consists of several tests all of which can be described in a single budget file.

•

Output of the data in a format that is presentable and for external testing purposes.

•

The use of spreadsheets as a requirement for processing the budget data is considered to
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be a major disadvantage and is avoided.
Illustration 1 shows a block diagram of the concept for the UCBudget Editor program. Four
uncertainty components are listed with two components combined in a single reporting group.
The two uncertainty components that are not part of the uncertainty group are identified as
variables and used in expressions for the two primary uncertainty components.

Illustration 1: Concept layout of the UCBudget Editor program.

Uncertainty Component
An uncertainty component is a grouping of related uncertainty items applied to a specific type of
equipment or abstract idea such as Step Gauge, CMM, Environment, or Probe. An example of an
uncertainty component is shown in illustration 2 and visible under the Budget Components view of
the UCBudget Editor program.
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Illustration 2: Uncertainty component example

The different areas of the UCBudget Editor when an uncertainty component is selected are
described in the following table:
Item

Description

1

List of all uncertainty components. When expanded the component uncertainty items
are visible.

2

List of individual uncertainty component items. Items can be added, removed, or
renamed as needed.

3

Options related to processing the component items. See following section titled
Uncertainty Component Options.

4

Equipment Identifier list.

5

Equipment details. If an identifier is selected these items will show values specific to
the selected identifier.

Uncertainty Component Options
The component options shown in item 3 of illustration 2 affect how the individual component
items are handled by the UCBudget Editor program. The options are unique for each uncertainty
component.
Combine All Uncertainty Items / Use Individual Uncertainty Items
The uncertainty component items can be treated as a group or accessed directly. When set to
Combine all Uncertainty Items the component produces a single value for the report or for use in
variables. When set to Use Individual Uncertainty Item each item will be directly accessible for
use as a variable.
The option for individual uncertainty items can be useful in some cases. An example of this would
be for probes where different uncertainties are possible depending on how many probing
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directions are used for the measurement but combining all the possibilities doesn't make sense.
Export as Reportable Equipment
This option is not used directly by the UCBudget Editor program but is intended for external
programs that generate calibration reports from the budget data file. Selecting this option
provides a hint that the selected identifier should (or should not) appear on any generated reports
using this data.
Limit Uncertainty to Equipment Length
When calculating the length dependent uncertainty this option will limit the calculated uncertainty
value to the length of the equipment. An example where this option is suitable is when there is a
combination of different length items such as a gauge block and a laser measurement. The
combined measurement length of the laser and gauge block is likely greater than that of just the
gauge block so any length dependent uncertainty items from the gauge block should be limited to
the gauge block length and not extend to the full length of the measurement.
The uncertainty calculated from expressions that use the length variable directly (variable L) are
not limited to the equipment length.

Identifiers
Each uncertainty component can have a list of uniquely identified equipment. Each equipment
identifier can have unique attributes such as the calibration date, length, expansion coefficient,
and uncertainty expression.
The identifiers as shown in section 4 of illustration 2 allow some customization of the uncertainty
expressions specific to equipment. An example of this would be a group of gauge blocks that
have different lengths, calibration dates, and possibly different uncertainty values. By inputing a
unique identifier it is possible to customize the uncertainty expressions for each unique equipment
item. The specific identified item is selected when generating the report.

Uncertainty Component Item
An uncertainty component item is an individual uncertainty entry of the uncertainty component.
Each component item will produce an uncertainty value that will be combined with other
component items to produce a final uncertainty value for the uncertainty component.
The editor for the uncertainty component item can be activated by selecting the item in the
component list (see item 1 of illustration 2) or by highlighting the item from the component view
and pressing the Activate Component Item button (see item 2 of illustration 2).
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Illustration 3: Editor for a specific component item.

The purpose of the different sections of the uncertainty component item are described in the
following table:
Item

Description

1

Description of uncertainty component and selected uncertainty component item.

2

Options specific for how to interpret the value from the uncertainty expression. See
section Component Item Options below.

3

Identifier list. Expressions can be set uniquely for each item in the identifier list.

4

Component item expression. See section Component Item Expression below.

Component Item Options
The following options will affect how the expression value is interpreted by the UCBudget Editor
program:

Option

Description

UC Type

Describes how the uncertainty value was determined and can be set to
either Type A or Type B. This selection does not influence the final
reported value but does provide information about the uncertainty source.

Constant

The expression is assumed to be a constant value.
Constant expressions can include the length variable 'L' will be the equivalent of
length dependent expressions.

Length
Dependent

The expression is assumed to be length dependent. The calculated value
is adjusted to the test length (expression * L).

Linear

The expression is assumed to be linear (mm or mm/m).
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Temperature The expression is assumed to be temperature (˚C or ˚C/m).
Sensitivity

The influence from this particular component item on the uncertainty. In
some cases the input value does not reflect the measurement uncertainty
at a 1:1 ratio.

Linear and temperature units cannot be mixed in the same uncertainty component or even in the
same reporting group. Combining linear and temperature expressions can only be done through
the use of variables.

Distribution Types
Each expression entered is converted into a standard unit of uncertainty based on the selected
distribution type. The different types of distribution are described in the following table:
Normal

Triangular

Rectangular

U

Step

Graphical

Equivalent
Standard
Uncertainty
Examples

S=σ

s=

a
≃0.41 a
(√ 6)

Type
A Noise,
evaluations that vibration
follow
this
distribution.

s=

a
≃0.58 a
(√ 3)

Calibration
certificates,
manufacturer's
specifications

s=

a
≃0.71 a
(√ 2)

Temperature
variation

s=

a
(2 √3)

≃0.29 a

Digital readout
verniers,
operator
read
scales

Component Item Expressions
The expressions used for the component items can be a constant value or a formula with
variables. A number of variables for use in expressions are automatically provided by the
UCBudget Editor. Additional expression variables based on uncertainty components can be added
if required.
The expression interpreter used in the UCBudget Editor can support a few mathematical operators
and two functions that were deemed useful. The expressions are processed using normal rules for
operator precedence.
Operator

Description

+

Addition. The sum of the two operands.

-

Subtraction. The second operand subtracted from the first.
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Operator

Description

*

Multiplication. The product of the two operands.

/

Division. The first operand divided by the second.

^

Power. The first operand is raised by the power of the second.

()

Parenthesis. Used to override default precedence rules. i.e. 2+3*5 will be
interpreted differently then (2+3)*5.

SQRT()

Square Root. Returns the square root of the value.
Example: 'Sqrt(3^2 + 4^2)' will return a value of 5.

SUMSQ()

Sum Square. Returns the squared sum of the comma separated input values.
Example: 'Sumsq(1,2,3,4,5)' will return a value of 55.

Expression operators and functions listed above are the only ones supported.

Variables
Variables are names that represent a value which can be used when writing component item
expressions. A list of static variables is created automatically based on the input conditions shown
in item 1 of illustration 4. Additional variables can be added from specific components or
component items if required.

Illustration 4: Variable section of the UCBudget Editor program

Each section of the variable view is described in the following table:
Item

Description

1

Common input values. These values include the machine expansion coefficient, scale
resolution, and temperature measurements of the machine environment.

2

Report measurement range. When the report is created a series of calculations are
performed between the start and end position at the specified increment.
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Item
3

Description
List of variables. The first set of variables are provided by the UCBudget Editor
program directly defined from the common input values. The remaining variables are
created by the user from the existing uncertainty components.

The variables created automatically are the following:
Variable

Variable Description

CTEm

Value representing the expansion coefficient of the machine as set at the variables
section of the UCBudget Editor program.

CTEc

Value representing the expansion coefficient of the active budget component.

CTEd

Value representing the difference in the expansion coefficient between the machine
and the active budget component. The variable CTEd is an absolute value.

Sr

Scale Resolution as set at the variables section of the UCBudget Editor program.

Td

Temperature deviation from reference. This value is the average temperature
provided to the reference temperature (20C). The variable Td is an absolute value
and based on the input temperatures from the variables section of the UCBudget
Editor program.

Tr

Temperature range. The difference between the maximum and minimum input
temperature. The variable Tr is an absolute value and based on the input
temperatures from the variables section of the UCBudget Editor program.

Tg

Temperature gradient. The difference in temperature between points in the machine
volume or between the axis scales during a single measurement.

Sdev

Value representing the average measurement standard deviation as set at the
variables section of the UCBudget Editor program.

Lc

Value representing the number of over length measurements. The value starts at
zero and increases by 1 for each measurement that exceeds the nominal length of the
uncertainty component. See explanation below.

L

Value representing the length of the test measurement in mm.

Expansion coefficient values are entered in ppm/C but converted to mm/m for expressions.
Example: An input expansion coefficient value of 11.5 ppm/C for the machine results in the
corresponding CTEm variable value of 0.0115 mm/m.
Variable Lc
This variable represents the number of over length measurements. This is typically used when
measurements are staged and the uncertainty from moving the gauge needs to be included. An
example is using a step gauge of 610 mm to measure an axis of 1800 mm. The gauge will need
to be moved twice from the starting position in order to cover this length. The value of Lc will be
0 for the initial position, 1 for the second, and 2 for the third.
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The calculation length used to determine the value of variable Lc is 100.1% of the nominal
equipment length. The additional 0.1% ensures the variable is not set incorrectly when
measurements are done at the equipment length.
Variable L
This variable contains the length of the measurement sample. Normally this is not needed as
length dependent expressions automatically calculate against the measurement sample length but
there are some cases where the measurement sample length is needed directly in the expression.
For example, creating a constant uncertainty item with the expression set to
'0.003+0.004*L/1000' will produce a length dependent result.
Variable Tg
This variable represents the range of temperature that exists during a single measurement. This
variable is similar to Tr except it applies to a single measurement. If the machine is inside an
environment with a thermal gradient then the three scale axis will each have a different
temperature depending on their relative position to the floor or ceiling.

User Defined Variables
User defined variables can be created by pressing the Add button to the top of the variable list.
Once the variable is created a selection option to the right of the variable name can be used to
specify the source of the variable value.
The list displayed for the source of the variable value depends on the number of uncertainty
components and if the uncertainty component items are set to individual or combined. For
individual items the list will show the name of the component followed by the component item.

Illustration 5: Variable value selection

Illustration 6: Component option details

User defined variables are not evaluated recursively. A user defined variable based on a
component using another user defined variable should be avoided as it will not be evaluated past
the first level.
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User Defined Variable Example
In this example a 500 mm gauge block is used with an expansion coefficient of 0.010 mm/m/˚C.
The length of the gauge block is corrected by using temperature compensation. The uncertainty
of the length is from the uncertainty of the temperature measurement.
Steps
•
•
•
•

Create a variable call Ut and select the thermometer budget component as the value.
Create a suitable component item and enter the expression: CTEc * Ut
Change the expression distribution to rectangular.
Create a report containing the gauge block.

Report Groups
Report groups are selections of one or more uncertainty components that are used to create the
report. A report group is required if a report of the data is required when using the UCBudget
editor program.

Illustration 7: View of the reports group. The report group named Step Gauge is a
result of combining the uncertainty components CMM and Step Gauge. It would
represent the uncertainty when measuring a step gauge on a CMM.

The report group page has the following sections:
Item

Description

1

List of all existing report group items.

2

List of all uncertainty components or individual component items.

The contents of the selected report group is defined by selecting the uncertainty components that
belong to the group. Selecting an existing report group will highlight the uncertainty components
that has been associated with it.
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Budget components used as variables should not be included as part of the report group. They
will be reported automatically if used.

Reports
The report page shows all of the uncertainty components that are used to calculate the report. An
example of the uncertainty components for a selected report group is shown in illustration 8.

Illustration 8: View of the report tab. When a report group is selected the information
is presented allowing final changes to the equipment used prior to generating a report.

The report page has the following sections:
Item

Description

1

Selection of report group. All available report groups will appear in this list.

2

All items that will appear on the report. The contents of the Identifier column can be
used to select specific equipment. If no identifier is selected the default uncertainty
value is used for all related component items.

3

Calculated uncertainty at the maximum length. The maximum length is defined in
the Variables section of the UCBudget editor program.

4

Export PDF, CSV Buttons. Pressing either of these options will create an output file of
the data in the specified format.

The two output formats are nearly identical in content and layout with the report precision of the
CSV output set higher than that of the PDF. The format of the two outputs are identical
otherwise.
Data that is exported to a PDF or CSV file will have the uncertainty groups used as variables
identified with the word 'Variable' in the component title. This information is reported to show
how the variable value was derived.
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Component items that are defined as variables and used in one or more uncertainty component
item expressions are included automatically on the report.
The equipment calibration dates are not part of the report created by the UCBudget Editor
program.

Log Data
This view provides more information about the created report then what is shown from the report
window. Any error messages are automatically sent to the log window.

Illustration 9: Log data showing calculation details.

Report Format
The report created by the UCBudget Editor program consists of three sections. The first section is
a detailed listing of all budget components used directly or indirectly. The second section is a list
of variables based on the input data. The third section shows the individual values and calculation
results.
The uncertainty expression calculated at the bottom of the report is derived from the individual
calculated uncertainty items at the specified report increment. The uncertainty expression is in
2

y=ax +bx+c ) which can describe both a linear and curved
2
uncertainty data shape. The format of the expression on the report is uc=a+bL+cL where 'L' is
the form of the polynomial (i.e.

the length in meters and 'uc' is the uncertainty in millimeters at length 'L'.
The expanded uncertainty assumes that k=2 represents 95% coverage and does not take into
account the degrees of freedom or the t-distribution. Future versions of this utility may include
the option to find the best coverage value based on the effective degrees of freedom (see ISO
Guide 98-3:2008).
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Report Example
The following is a sample report from the UCBudget Editor program for an ISO 10360-2 step
gauge measurement on a coordinate measuring machine.
The report group used in this example consists of the CMM and Step Gauge budget components.
The selected budget components in this example contain one or more expressions with variables
based on other uncertainty budget components. The report created from the this example begins
with a definition of the data.

Illustration 10: ISO 10360.2 step gauge uncertainty budget example, initial page.

Budget components that are identified with the name Variable are automatically added if an
expression in the selected budget components contain a variable referencing these items. In this
example variables UTt, Pe2D, and SphErr are used and defined from the Thermometer
Component, CMM Probe Component, and Sphere Component.
The section marked Global Variables are input values such as temperature and measurement
standard deviation. These values are input manually and are not tied to any other uncertainty
item and therefore listed separately.
Following the definition of the budget data on the initial page the subsequent pages show the
measurement uncertainty for each sample position defined in the variable section of the UCBudget
Editor program.
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Illustration 11: ISO 10360.2 step gauge uncertainty budget example, subsequent page(s)

The sample position is displayed on the first line of the report for each page. The number of
pages created is defined by the range and increment requested and how many samples will fit on
an individual page.
Each budget component used as a variable is identified with the name Variable. The value of the
variable at each position of the data appears on the line beginning with Export Variable followed
by the variable name. In the above example the variable Pe2D is 0.00046 mm for position 600 to
1000 (value is the same since this budget component contains no length dependent items).
The value on the line Uncertainty is the sum of the constant and length dependent budget
uncertainty items from the selected budget components (CMM and Step Gauge in this example).
The budget components that are marked as Variable are not directly added to the uncertainty line
but indirectly through the expressions that reference them.
The last line in the report contains the uncertainty expression and the expanded uncertainty
expression. The expanded expression assumes a coverage of 2 (k=2) for 95% of the data.
A future version of the UCBudget Editor will include the calculations and input necessary to
evaluate the effective degrees of freedom for a coverage of 95% using a modified distribution (tdistribution).
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Report Validation
Validation of the data is necessary in order to prove that the output is correct. To facilitate the
validation of the uncertainty budget the export option can create two different files, PDF and CSV.
The CSV file is used for validation and contains the same information and is formatted the same
way as the PDF file. The data in the CSV file has sufficient precision to minimize effect of
rounding on the data. When loaded in a spreadsheet program all of the calculations and
combining the budget item components can be performed manually. If the final value of the
independent calculation agrees with the data reported by the UCBudget Editor program then this
demonstrates the software is producing the proper output.
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Revision History
Date

Version

Changes

Jan 11, 2015

4.0

- Rewrite of program from previous Budget Editor program.

Apr 19, 2017

4.1

- Update to Qt 5.6.
- Changed report group section to be clearer.
- Add buttons to suitable sections for adding and removing
items.
- Removed information tab.

Nov 27, 2017

5.0

- Update of program and cleanup of documentation.
- Added ability to directly access measurement length for
uncertainty expressions.

Feb 18, 2018

5.1

- Changed format of uncertainty expressions.

Mar 10, 2018

6.0

- Added temperature gradient variable 'Tg'.
- Added option to drag+drop budget files.
- Changed default path on GNU/Linux to home folder.
- Fixed problem where modification of variables not treated as a
change in the data.
- Fixed reported uncertainty value in status display at max
length.
- Change of default path for GNU/Linux.
- Added options to rename identifiers, variables, and reporting
groups.
- Added separate export buttons for PDF and CSV files.
- Button for manual updating of the report tab was added.
- Automatic updating of the report tab added.
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